ASSESSMENT OF RISK FACTORS WHICH CAUSE EMOTIONAL BURN-OUT IN TEACHERS FROM VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS IN MAGADAN REGION
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The authors examined 32 teachers from a natural sciences lyceum, 26 teachers from Magadan vocational schools, and 32 teachers from a boarding school located in Evensk, a remote settlement in Magadan region. The research goal was to assess risk factors which could lead to occupational emotional burn-out syndrome in teachers working in secondary and vocational schools in Magadan region. Emotional burn-out parameters were determined as per V.V. Boiko’s “Diagnostics of emotional burn-out” questionnaire; neuro-psychic adaptation was measured as per a scale developed by I.N. Gurvich; social frustration was determined as per L.I. Wasserman’s technique. The research revealed that “Strain” syndrome phase didn’t occur in any group of the examined teachers. "Resistance" phase was the most apparent one as it was just starting to appear. "Depletion" phase was detected only in teachers from a lyceum in Magadan, and it was at the stage of just being formed. This teachers’ group also had more apparent specific symptoms as per various burn-out phases against two other examined groups, and this discrepancy was statistically significant. We showed that schoolteachers from Magadan and Evensk were significantly more frustrated with various social functioning spheres and had more apparent problems in their neuro-psychic sphere than teachers from vocational schools (p<0.05). Social frustration and occupational activities make their contribution into disorders in teachers’ psychic adaptation. High occupational loads borne by schoolteachers, especially in a lyceum where requirements and educational loads are more serious, make adverse impacts exerted by frustrating factors even worse, and result in disorders occurring in neuro-psychic sphere. Occupational deformation of schoolteachers’ personalities deteriorates due to long-term exposure to extreme climatic conditions existing in the North-Eastern regions. Teachers from vocational schools don’t run similar risks of occupational burn-out syndrome which can be explained by less strict requirements to educational process in such establishments.
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symptoms of occupational burn-out syndrome occur.

In order to save their energy resources, a lot of teachers resort to various psychological protection mechanisms, and they are doomed to emotional burn-out. According to V.V. Boyko [4], "emotional burn-out is a psychological protection mechanism which a personality creates and which means complete or partial removal of emotions (lowering their energy) as a response to selective psychological traumas". Emotional burn-out makes for deterioration of physical and mental health and causes higher risks of various psychogenic disorders and deadaptation [3, 5, 6]. Burn-out was shown to be related to higher risks of cardiovascular diseases including metabolic syndrome, hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenals axis deregulation together with activation of the sympathetic nervous system and sleep disorders [7–10].

Life under severe natural-climatic conditions existing in the North-Eastern Russian regions requires great psychophysiological reserves of a body, causes significant stress in the functional systems, and is an additional factor causing occupational stress emergence in teachers [11]. We proved that teachers in Magadan region tended to suffer from rather high psycho-emotional stress, increased fatigue, weakness, inertia, and nervous processes imbalance [11]. The situation can become even worse due to long-term exposure to social frustrating factors which cause adaptation mechanisms strain and lead to disorders in mental adaptation and lower life quality [12]. Therefore, it is vital to assess social frustration (a person's inability to satisfy his or her social needs) and disorders in social adaptation of people living under severe conditions in the North-Eastern regions as a factor which causes health deterioration. Examination of risk factors which cause teachers' occupational burn-out can help to prevent diseases caused by nervous system overstrain and to provide successful implementation of timely prevention activities [13].

Given all the above mentioned, we thought it interesting to examine risk factors causing health disorders in teachers which were related to their occupational activities; our research objects were teachers living in urban and rural environment in the North-Eastern Russian regions.

Our research goal was to assess risk factors causing occupational emotional burn-out in teachers from secondary and vocational educational establishments in Magadan region.

We set the following tasks:

1. To perform comparative examination of symptoms phases and how apparent they were in teachers from various educational establishment in Magadan region.

2. To assess neuro-psychic adaptation and social frustration in teachers from various educational establishments in Magadan region.

3. To examine correlations between neuro-psychic adaptation, social frustration, and emotional burn-out symptoms in teachers from various educational establishments in Magadan region.

Data and methods. We included 3 groups into our examination. The first group comprised 32 teachers from Magadan N.K. Krupskaya's natural sciences lyceum No. 1 (average age was 41±2.2, teaching experience was 18±2.1). The second group was made up of 26 teachers employed at vocational schools No. 3 and No. 7 (accordingly, 44±2.3 and 17±3.3). The third group were 32 teachers from a boarding school located in Evensk (accordingly, 40±2.1 and 17±2.3). Evensk is a settlement in Magadan region located 535
kilometers to the north of Magadan. It is the most uncomfortable place in terms of natural-climatic and social-economic conditions. The only way to get to the regional center from there is to take a flight on a small plane.

All teachers participated in our research voluntarily; the research was conducted in full conformity with the requirements set forth by biomedical ethics; all the participants gave their informative written consent to it in accordance with established procedures.

To assess risks of occupational emotional burn-out, we applied V.V. Boiko's "Emotional burn-out diagnostics" questionnaire [4, 14] based on G. Selye's theory which describes how a stress emerges and develops. Emotional burn-out syndrome (EBS) has three phases in its development; each phase consists of four symptoms. Intensity of each symptom varies from 0 to 30 scores: 9 scores or less mean symptom hasn't formed yet; 10-15 scores mean it is being formed; 16 scores and more mean a symptom has formed. Symptoms with 20 scores and more are predominating for this phase or for the whole syndrome. Each phase can score from 0 to 120: 36 and less scores mean a phase hasn't formed yet; 37-60 scores mean a phase is being formed; 61 and more scores mean a phase has formed. The overall scores equal to 108 and less are considered to be low; 109-180, average; 181 and more, high [4, 14]. We determined neuro-psychic adaptation (NPA) with a scale which included 26 questions and helped to diagnose pre-nosologic subclinical states similar to a neurosis [15]. People who score more than 20 according to this scale suffer from neuro-psychic instability and emerging stress. A technique for determining social frustration (SF) is aimed at detecting zones where the greatest social frustration appears. The higher scores are, the more dissatisfied a person is [12, 14].

All the obtained data were processed as per conventional techniques with "Statistica-6.0" software. Sampling distribution which corresponded to a standard one was determined for all the examined parameters; simple mean (М) and error of mean (±m) were calculated. We applied Student's t-criterion to test significance of discrepancy between groups. Parameters relationships were detected with Spearmen's rank correlation coefficient.

Results and discussion. Our research results are given in Figures 1-4; they focus on comparison between teachers working in secondary schools and vocational schools in Magadan, and their colleagues from Evensk (a remote settlement in Magadan region) in terms of phases formation and burn-out symptoms intensity.

As we can see from Figure 1, "Strain" phase of the syndrome hasn't formed in all three teachers' groups. "Resistance" phase is the most apparent and it is being formed; it shows that mechanisms of protection against significant expenditure of emotional resources are already functioning.

"Depletion" phase hasn't formed either, excluding teachers from the lyceum (group 1). It is interesting to note, that average values of "Resistance" phase and "Depletion" phase are significantly higher in this group (p<0.05), than in two others.

If we consider burn-out symptoms intensity in greater details, we can see (Figure 2) that teachers from the lyceum in Magadan suffer from "psychological traumatic experience" in "Strain" phase and this symptom is much more apparent in them against two other groups (p<0.05). These people also have "anxiety and depression" symptom more frequently. In
other words, they are more aware of occupational factors which cause psychological traumatic experience, such as despair, personal anxiety, disappointment in themselves and their occupation. Teachers from vocational schools are dissatisfied with themselves and an occupation they chose. This parameters is the highest among them (p<0.05) in comparison with two other examined groups (Figure 2). All the other symptoms are, on average, not so apparent. And as for teachers from Evensk, they don't have any formed symptoms in this burn-out phase.

"Inadequate selective emotional response" is a formed symptom detected in teachers from the lyceum in "Resistance" phase. It means they suffer from high emotional instability which is characteristics for teachers' personal profile (Figure 3). "Occupational duties reduction" symptom is also practically formed, and these symptoms are statistically significantly (p<0.05) more apparent among them than in two other groups. "Expansion of emotions saving sphere" is being formed among teachers from groups 1 and 3. "Emotional-moral disorientation" and "occupational duties reduction" symptoms are being formed in teachers from all three examined groups (Figure 3). "Resistance" phases symptoms are being formed in teachers from vocational schools in Magadan and teachers from the boarding school in Evensk except "Expansion of emotions saving sphere" in the former group, and "Inadequate selective emotional response" in the latter one.

We didn't detect any "Depletion" phase signs in teachers (Figure 4). However, teachers from the lyceum stated that "emotional deficiency" symptom was already forming in them. And as we can see, average scores of such symptoms as "emotional deficiency" and "personal detachment or depersonalization" were significantly more apparent in them (p<0.05) in comparison with two other groups. Teachers from vocational schools mentioned having "psychosomatic and psycho-vegetative disorders" significantly less frequently (p<0.05) than their colleagues from Evensk and the lyceum in Magadan.

As a result, we didn't detect any signs of "Strain" or "Depletion" phase in teachers from Evensk and burn-out symptoms in general. However, as regards "Depletion" phase symptoms, "psychosomatic and psycho-vegetative" disorders prevail in them. Average scores for "Resistance" and "Depletion" phases are significantly higher in teachers from the lyceum in Magadan (p<0.05), than in their colleagues from two other groups. Also, specific symptoms of the syndrome are more apparent in them than in teachers from two other examined groups. "Psychological traumatic experience" which is being formed is the most apparent in "Strain" phase (p<0.05). Such symptoms as "inadequate selective emotional response" and "occupational duties reduction" are significantly more apparent and formed in "Resistance" phase (p<0.05); "emotional deficiency" and "personal detachment or depersonalization", in "Depletion" phase (p<0.05).

Such "Resistance" phase symptoms as "emotional-moral disorientation", "expansion of emotions saving sphere", and "occupational duties reduction" are mainly forming in teachers from Evensk. We also detected "Strain" phase symptom, "psychosomatic and psycho-vegetative disorders", in them. "Dissatisfaction with oneself" symptom of "Strain" phase which was being formed was the most apparent in teachers from vocational schools against their counterparts (p<0.05). "Resistance" phase symptoms, excluding "expansion of emotions saving sphere", were also being formed in them.
Figure 1. Intensity of emotional burn-out syndrome phases in teachers from 3 different groups:
1 is a group of teachers from a lyceum in Magadan; 2 is a group of teachers from vocational schools in Magadan; 3 is a group of teachers from a boarding school in Evensk.

Figure 2. Burn-out symptoms in "Strain" phase in teachers from various groups:
1 is a group of teachers from a lyceum in Magadan; 2 is a group of teachers from vocational schools in Magadan; 3 is a group of teachers from a boarding school in Evensk; n₁ is "psychological traumatic experience"; n₂ is "dissatisfaction with oneself"; n₃ is "a feeling of being caged"; n₄ is "anxiety and depression".

Figure 3. Burn-out symptoms in "Resistance" phase in teachers from various groups:
1 is a group of teachers from a lyceum in Magadan; 2 is a group of teachers from vocational schools in Magadan; 3 is a group of teachers from a boarding school in Evensk; p₁ is "inadequate selective emotional response"; p₂ is "emotional-moral disorientation"; p₃ is "expansion of emotions saving sphere"; p₄ is "occupational duties reduction".

Figure 4. Burn-out symptoms in "Depletion" phase in teachers from various groups:
1 is a group of teachers from a lyceum in Magadan; 2 is a group of teachers from vocational schools in Magadan; 3 is a group of teachers from a boarding school in Evensk; d₁ is "emotional deficiency"; d₂ is "emotional detachment"; d₃ is "personal detachment or depersonalization"; d₄ are "psychosomatic and psycho-vegetative disorders".
We should draw your attention to the fact that teachers from the boarding school located in a remote settlement were to a greater extent exposed to adverse social-economic and natural-climatic conditions of the North-Eastern zone than their colleagues who lived and worked in Magadan. However, teachers working in the lyceum No. 1 in Magadan ran the highest risks of occupational burn-out. In can possibly be due to higher requirements and educational loads in this establishment, that is, due to their direct occupational activities.

When we assessed neuro-psychic adaptation and social frustration of teachers from different educational establishments in Magadan region, we obtained similar results from teachers working in a lyceum in Magadan and a boarding school in Evensk. And their parameters were statistically significantly higher (p<0.05), than in teachers from vocational schools (Figure 5). Individual distribution as per the scale which determines neuro-psychic adaptation (NPA) was within 8-76 scores for teachers from group 1; within 7-36, for teachers from group 2; and 9-39, for teachers from group 3. NPA parameter is a significant criterion which shows social-psychological adaptation; according to the methodology [15], it corresponded to neuro-psychic instability and limited mental health with apparent signs of stress in teachers from group 1 and 3. Teachers from vocational schools were, on average, neuro-mentally stable (Figure 5).

Social frustration in teachers from groups 1 and 3 was, on the whole, not apparent, but was statistically significantly higher (p<0.05), than in their colleagues from vocational schools (Figure 5). As a result, teachers from vocational schools seem to be in better conditions as regards neuro-psychic adaptation and social frustration than their colleagues from two other groups.

Analysis of correlations between these NPA parameters and social frustration revealed there was a positive relationship between them in teachers from the lyceum in Magadan (r=0.63; p<0.001) and the boarding school in Evensk (r=0.47; p<0.01). We didn't detect any correlations between the above-mentioned parameters in teachers from vocational schools. When frustration occurs, a lot of subcortical masses become active, and significant emotional discomfort appears [12]. Frustrating factors stimulate such responses as aggression and depression which, in their turn, can transfer into self-aggression and fixation of rigid behavioral practices [12]. Therefore increased social frustration in teachers can be a risk factor which causes mental health disorders.

![Figure 5. Neuro-psychic adaptation (a) and social frustration (b) in teachers from Magadan region: 1 is a group of teachers from a lyceum in Magadan; 2 is a group of teachers from vocational schools in Magadan; 3 is a group of teachers from a boarding school in Evensk]
We detected positive correlations between parameters of neuro-psychic adaptation, social frustration, and emotional burn-out syndrome. The greatest number of correlations between these parameters was detected in group 1; group 3 followed; the least correlations were detected in group 2.

Neuro-psychic adaptation parameters in teachers from the lyceum in Magadan didn't have any correlation only with "emotional-moral disorientation" and "emotional detachment" out of 15 emotional burn-out syndrome symptoms (correlations within other syndrome parameters were within $r=0.44-0.69$, $p<0.05-0.01$). 9 positive correlations between neuro-psychic adaptation parameters and emotional burn-out syndrome were detected in teachers from Evensk; namely, correlations within $r=0.36-0.74$ range ($p<0.05-0.01$) were detected with "Strain" and "Depletion" phases parameters, and such symptoms as "psychological traumatic experience", "a feeling of being caged", "anxiety and depression", "expansion of emotions saving sphere", "personal detachment", and "psychosomatic and psycho-vegetative disorders". The examined parameters had 3 correlations in teachers from vocational schools: neuro-psychic adaptation correlated with "Resistance" phase and such symptoms as "inadequate selective emotional responses" and "psychosomatic and psycho-vegetative disorders" ($r=0.46-0.62$, $p<0.05-0.01$).

Our analysis of correlations between social frustration parameters and emotional burn-out syndrome revealed the following: just as it was with neuro-psychic adaptation, there were no correlations detected in Magadan teachers only with "emotional-moral disorientation" and 'emotional detachment", while correlations with all the other symptoms were within $r=0.39-0.66$, $p<0.05$. As for teachers from Evensk, we revealed 5 statistically significant positive correlations between social frustration parameters and "Strain" phase parameters, "psychological traumatic experience", "a feeling of being caged", "anxiety and depression", and "personal detachment" symptoms ($r=0.39-0.66$, $p<0.05$). We detected 3 correlations between social frustration and emotional burn-out symptoms in teachers from vocational schools; these symptoms were "dissatisfaction with oneself", "personal detachment", and "psychosomatic and psycho-vegetative disorders" ($r=0.57-0.68$, $p<0.01$).

At the same time, we detected positive correlation between overall emotional burn-out syndrome scoring and neuro-psychic adaptation and social frustration parameters in all the examined groups. We obtained the following values, correspondingly: group 1, $r=0.63$ and $r=0.58$; group 2, $r=0.45$ and $r=0.44$; group 3, $r=0.57$ and $r=0.47$ (at $p<0.05-0.01$).

**Conclusion.** The research revealed that "Strain" phase of the syndrome wasn't formed in all three examined teachers' groups. "Resistance" phase was the most apparent and it was being formed. "Depletion" phase was being formed only in teachers from the lyceum in Magadan. Their average "Resistance" and "Depletion" phases parameters were also significantly higher ($p<0.05$) than in teachers from two other groups, and specific symptoms as per burn-out phases were also more apparent in them. As a result, teachers from the lyceum in Magadan ran the highest risks of occupational emotional burn-out; teachers from vocational schools were the least susceptible to it. Our research also revealed that teachers from secondary schools in Magadan and Evensk were significantly more frustrated with various spheres of their social functioning and had more apparent problems in their
neuro-psychic sphere than teachers from vocational schools.

Correlation analysis of all the obtained data revealed that the most strained mechanisms were formed in teachers from school, especially the lyceum in Magadan. It is obvious that social frustration and teachers' occupational activities are basic components in psychic adaptation disorders. Serious occupational loads teachers have to bear, especially in a lyceum where requirements and educational loads are higher make adverse effects exerted by frustrating factors even worse, and make for disorders in neuro-mental sphere, neuritization, and mental deadaptation occurrence. Personal occupational deformation becomes deeper under long-term exposure to extreme conditions existing in the North-Eastern regions. Teachers from vocational schools run lower risks of occupational burn-out syndrome. It is quite possible that requirements to educational process in vocational schools are not so strict as in a natural sciences lyceum.

All the above stated proves it is necessary to perform timely prevention activities in educational establishments as it will help to prevent occupational burn-out syndrome, pathological mental deadaptation, and psychosomatic diseases.
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